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Essays in Honor of Cheng
Hsiao
Advances in Econometrics, Volume 41
Editors
Dek Terrell
Louisiana State University, USA
Tong Li
Vanderbilt University, USA
M. Hashem Pesaran
University of Southern California, USA

Synopsis

Including contributions spanning a variety of theoretical and applied topics in econometrics, this volume of
Advances in Econometrics is published in honour of Cheng Hsiao.
In the first few chapters of this book, new theoretical panel and time series results are presented, exploring
JIVE estimators, HAC, HAR and various sandwich estimators, as well as asymptotic distributions for using
information criteria to distinguish between the unit root model and explosive models. Other chapters address
topics such as structural breaks or growth empirics; auction models; and semiparametric methods testing for
common vs. individual trends. Three chapters provide novel empirical approaches to applied problems, such
as estimating the impact of survey mode on responses, or investigating how cross-sectional and spatial
dependence of mortgages varies by default rates and geography. In the final chapters, Cheng Hsiao offers a
forward-focused discussion of the role of big data in economics.
For any researcher of econometrics, this is an unmissable volume of the most current and engaging research
in the field.
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The Emergence of Teacher
Education in Zambia
Emerald Studies in Teacher Preparation in National
and Global Contexts
Author
Brendan P. Carmody
University College London, UK

Synopsis

This historical narrative focuses on the emergence of teacher education in Zambia. Providing archival material,
diverse interpretations, local voices through interview and email, it engages the reader in a complex recipe of
viewpoints. It rehearses how teacher education developed from a form of apprenticeship in remote villages to
the more centralized 'normal school' in colonial times through to colleges with nationwide catchment and
more recently to university accreditation. Schooling as an avenue to social mobility and nation building, the
challenges of student centred-learning and the development of teachers as professionals are central themes
throughout the text. Also analysed is the nature of education offered at different times and how the teacher
and his/her education reflect this, arguing the need for a fundamentally new philosophy of education and a
mode of teacher formation in line with it.
This book will be an invaluable tool for undergraduate and postgraduate education students, researchers, and
practitioners alike, both within and beyond the Zambian and African contexts. It provides rich historical data
from which policy makers, historians, and teaching professionals can explore the re-conceptualisation of the
role of the teacher as professional rather than as civil servant. Designed to stimulate critical discussion so as to
enhance understanding of what effective teaching and teacher education entail and framed by long-term firsthand experience of teacher education in Zambia.
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Emerald Points

Accelerating Organisation
Culture Change: Innovation
Through Digital Tools
Emerald Points
Author
Jaclyn Lee
Singapore University of Technology and Design, Singapore

Synopsis

This book introduces an innovative new digital approach to speed up cultural change in organisations and
reduce failure rates through use of the Culture Acceleration Tool and Methodology (CATM). This tool
combines the methodology of the Organizational Cultural Assessment Instrument (OCAI), Action Design
Thinking and Group Decision Support Systems.
In order to transform employee mindsets and align workforces to the strategic goals of their organisation in
Industry 4.0, culture change and organisational transformation is necessary. However, culture change is a
complex process which takes years to complete, often with low success rates. In Accelerating Organisation
Culture Change, Jaclyn Lee presents resolutions to these issues through the CATM toolkit that combines
capabilities of diagnosing culture, refining the change process, and using a digital platform to brainstorm and
set clear goals for change management.
Including real life case studies on the application of CATM in organisations, the book demonstrates the
possibility of a higher success rate with organisational culture change management, and provides researchers,
organisations and practitioners with a clear roadmap on how to develop the CATM toolkit for their own
culture transformation journey.
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Authors
Tim Chapman
Sales EQ Limited, UK
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Synopsis

Great sales coaching positively impacts individual, team and organisational sales performance. However, in
today's results-driven and time-poor business world, the embedding of sales coaching into everyday practice is
often overlooked. This guide utilises the authors' own experiences of helping companies and individuals turn
average, static and infrequent sales coaching regimes into successful business strategies for winning sales
teams.
Looking at the reality of sales coaching today, the book explores the how, what and why of sales coaching.
Through extensive research into elite coaches in the world of business and sports the authors explore the
mindset, skills and behaviours required to be a top sales coach. They also consider how to be coached. How
the sales person can overcome any natural shyness, fear of performance critique and seek out specific, timely
and actionable coaching feedback.
Using the latest thinking in neuroleadership and psychology, the book outlines the nine key behaviours of a
great coach and provides a range of practical sales coaching models, tools and techniques which can be
easily integrated into a sales leaders every-day pressurised role.

Coaching Winning Sales Teams is an essential read for sales leaders and professionals, alongside researchers
and practitioners working in HR, Learning and Development and Sales Effectiveness.
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Writing Differently
Dialogues in Critical Management Studies, Volume
4
Editors
Alison Pullen
Macquarie University, Australia
Jenny Helin
Uppsala University, Sweden
Nancy Harding
University of Bath, UK

Synopsis

Despite a substantial body of work arguing for a new form of writing about management, organisations,
workers, ourselves, and our lives, these calls are ironically made within the traditional scientific language. This
volume of Dialogues in Critical Management Studies makes an important effort to facilitate the growth of a
nascent movement to write differently and thus capitalise on the fruitful and creative margins which this opens
up.

Writing Differently is a critical, insightful, poetic and timely collection of essays, poems, plays and autoethnographic pieces that showcases the potential of academic writing. These texts reflect how writing is not
always something we control or have agency over, demonstrate the multiple ways of expressions that are
possible when we write about that which matters and exhibit the rich and varied forms of writing that emerge
in the processes of being involved in scholarly work.
The volume will be of interest to those interested in alternative ways of working, researching, thinking,
organizing, writing research and research lives.
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Studies in Law, Politics, and
Society
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Editor
Austin Sarat
Amherst College, USA

Synopsis

This volume of Studies in Law, Politics and Society brings together an international and interdisciplinary array
of scholars to explore issues on the cutting edge of socio-legal research. They consider the complex
connections of liberal democracy, human rights, governance in and through courts, the challenges
terrorism poses to criminal law, and the problematics of global governance. Taken together, the chapters in
this volume point to exciting new directions for legal scholars.
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Digital Capital: A Bourdieusian
Perspective on the Digital
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Emerald Points
Authors
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Northumbria University, UK

Synopsis

Starting from the assumption that digital capital is a capital in its own right, and can be quantified and
measured as such, the authors of this book examine how digital capital can be defined, measured and impact
policy.
Using the Bourdieusian lens, this book makes a critical contribution to the field by examining in depth the
notion of digital capital and by introducing a new theoretical toolkit in order to fully conceptualise it. Against
this theoretical background, the authors propose a set of indicators that can be used to measure digital capital
at an individual level. Ultimately, readers will learn how this can be used by policy makers to tackle social
inequalities based on the digital exclusion of citizens.
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Authors
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Synopsis
In today's world, decision makers struggle to make good long-term decisions. There is simply too much volatility, too much
complexity, too much fake news, and too little time to make sense of all the information that is at our fingertips. We are drowning in
data, surrounded by uncertainty and thus live in a world that lacks clarity.
Moving away from the static thinking of many strategists, this book updates and upholds the importance of scenario design and
thinking in the face of uncertainty. The authors investigate the journey of the art and science of scenario thinking, from its
beginnings in the military to becoming a part of the mainstream strategy toolkit in the business world. Delving into the new frontiers
of scenario thinking and planning, the book explores topics such as:
Human intuition
The analysis and reflection process
Hybrid decision platforms
Social media sensing
Artificial Intelligence.
Combining classical scenario thinking (the gentle art of perception) with the analytical power of big data and artificial intelligence,
Real Time Strategy presents the decision making of the future which enables decision makers to develop dynamic strategies,
monitor their validity, and react faster.
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